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NEW QUESTION: 1
On a business intelligence platform, the following values can
be assigned to rights: ?G for granted ?NS for not specified ?D
for denied
Which of the following calculations of effective rights is
correct?
A. D + NS + G = NS
B. G + NS + NS = NS
C. G + D + NS = D
D. G + D + G = G
Answer: C
Explanation:
Topic 8, Troubleshooting

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ) is comprised of which two of
the following? (Choose two.)
A. Hidden Costs
B. Production
C. Tangible (Visible) Costs
D. Input Costs
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer is using Hitachi Universal Replicator (HUR) and does
not have sufficient network bandwidth. During a peak write
workload, the customer overflows their HUR journals and
replication suspends in error.

What happens when the customer issues a resychronization?
A. HUR performs a differential copy.
B. HUR performs a no copy.
C. HUR performs an initial copy.
D. HUR performs an at-time split.
Answer: A
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